Attachment
Infectious disease countermeasures to be implemented at the time of the event
The Management office will implement the following measures against infectious diseases in accordance
with the guidelines of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and Tokyo Big Sight.
1. Measures to be taken at the overall venue
1） Thermography will be installed at the entrance of the venue to take the body temperature of
visitors. The camera automatically inspects the temperature and automatically sounds an alarm
if it is above 37.3℃. If the alarm is activated, the staff will call out to the person with a high
fever (37.5℃ or higher) will be refused admission.
2） We will thoroughly make sure all exhibitors, visitors, and stakeholders wear masks. The
Management office will patrol the venue and encourage everyone to wear a mask thoroughly
even after entering the venue.
3） In places where people face each other, such as information counter, we will set up a partition
with an acrylic board to prevent splash infection.
4） Ensure thorough ventilation before and after the event, open as much as possible during the
event period, and avoid enclosed spaces.
5） Hand disinfectant will be installed at the entrance of the venue and in the workshop venue. In
addition, we regularly perform disinfection work around the entrance and exit, buttons,
handrails, surfaces that have frequent contact by people etc..
6） Admission restrictions will be implemented in accordance with the capacity limit specified by
Tokyo Big Sight.
2. At the workshop site
1） Conduct a temperature test on participants, lecturers, and related personnel, anyone with a high
fever (37.5 degrees Celsius or higher) will be refused participation.
2） Please wear a mask thoroughly.
3） Place hand disinfectants at the workshop site. When entering or exiting the workshop venue,
Be sure to carry out disinfection and regular disinfection during the workshop.
4） The sushi created at the workshop will not be eaten and will be disposed of.
5） Manage the contact information of participants and all related personnel and take prompt
response in the event of an infection.

